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"We cannot solve our problems
with the same thinking we used

when we created them."
- Albert Einstein



"We are living in a culture entirely hypnotized by the illusion of time, in
which the so-called present moment is felt as nothing but an infinitesimal
hairline between a causative past and an absorbingly important future.

We have no present. Our consciousness is almost completely preoccupied
with memory and expectation. We do not realize that there never was, is,

nor will be any other experience than present experience. We are
therefore out of touch with reality."

- Alan Watts



What are we
going to do?

Today we are going to practice over and over so you will learn the skills
required to do CPM on yourself. The goal of this workshop is to enhance
your ability to understand your thoughts and feelings more effectively,

thus giving you an overall better quality of life.

The only way to fully grasp the magnitude of
CPM is by repetition

Once you understand how CPM works, the
benefits and applications are truly endless



1. Introduction to CPM
2. Practice
3. The Bio Field Map
4. CPM Theory
5. Practice Again
6. Alternative Uses
7. Training with a Partner
8. Advanced Techniques
9. Wrap It UP

AGENDA



The Torus
The most fundamental
shape of existence.



Bio-Field Links

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=33SgcJHUvZ8&authuser=0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rlkNlUYeBKw&authuser=0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mHexF4Ck-t4&authuser=0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QdneZ4fIIHE&authuser=0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OrC3xi2xgzk&authuser=0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szzwuWo1y5k&authuser=0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7c3AVj66ahg&authuser=0

We will watch these vidoes in order to learn about the torus and the Bio-Field

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=33SgcJHUvZ8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rlkNlUYeBKw&authuser=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mHexF4Ck-t4&authuser=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QdneZ4fIIHE&authuser=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OrC3xi2xgzk&authuser=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szzwuWo1y5k&authuser=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7c3AVj66ahg&authuser=0


Close your eyes
Left, Right - 360° to 180°
Front, Middle, Back - 180° to 60°
Assess the sweet 60° (comfortable 60°
Slow movements, head tilt, shoulder rotation
Find your path
Patience is very important

Practice



°
Find this as quick as
possible

When you can find this fast it will allow
you to understand your current mental state more effectively.

This is what the first theory of CPM is based on, as well as the
CPM book

The Bio-Field Map

The Sweet 60



Logic - Thoughts

Thoughts of what is ahead
Thinking too much about the future
Planning
Fear
Anxiety, Worry
Excitement

Thinking too much now
Skeptical
Analysis Paralysis
Daydreaming
Thinking about possibilities

Thinking too much about the past
Old relationships
Depression, Sadness
Grief
Past Traumas and Dramas
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
Guilt

Front Left (Future)

Middle Left (Present)

Back Left (Past)

Intuition - Feelings

Instinct
Feeling the future
Assessing environment
Pregnant, new mother/father
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
Defense
Fear

Extremely Emotional Now
Alertness level high
Exaggerated emotional expression
Emotional wreck
Chaotic and Varying Emotional States

Feeling past emotions
Extremely Empathetic
Carrying energy from other people or
animals and their stories
Caring about others too much
Unexplained tension and emotions
Shame

Front Right (Future)

Middle Right (Present)

Back Right (Past)

The Bio Field Map
This is the map of what is occuring within the 6 Bio-Field Positions (Stress Point)



Logic - Thoughts (Future)
Thoughts of what is
ahead
Thinking too much
about the future
Planning
Fear
Anxiety, Worry
Excitement

Front Left

Note: When this is the stress point of a person,
then the CPM position would be back and right.



Logic - Thoughts (Present)

Middle Left

Thinking too much now
Skeptical
Analysis Paralysis
Day Dreaming
Thinking about
possibilities

Note: When this is the stress point of a person,
then the CPM position would be middle and right.



Logic - Thoughts (Past)

Back Left
Thinking too much about the
past
Old relationships
Depression, Sadness
Grief
Past Traumas and Dramas
Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder
Guilt

Note: When this is the stress point of a person,
then the CPM position would be front and right.



Front Right
Intuitive - Feelings (Future)

Instinct
Feeling the future
Assessing environment
Pregnant, new mother/father
Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder
Defense
Fear

Note: When this is the stress point of a person,
then the CPM position would be back and left.



Intuitive - Feelings (Present)

Middle Right
Extremely Emotional Now
Alertness level high
Exaggerated emotional
expression
Emotional wreck
Chaotic and Varying
Emotional States

Note: When this is the stress point of a person,
then the CPM position would be middle and left.



Back Right
Intuitive - Feelings (Past)

Feeling past emotions
Extremely Empathetic
Carrying energy from other
people or animals and their
stories
Caring about others too much
Unexplained tension and
emotions
Shame

Note: When this is the stress point of a person,
then the CPM position would be front and left.



Center Point Meditation
Theory

Theory 1
You are constantly outside of
the Center Point - looking for
the CP is the key
Centerpoint Meditation defines
where you use your logic to
process your feelings and your
intuition to process your
thoughts

Theory 2
Your body is in the Centerpoint
While doing CPM the physical
body is moving within the field
to a different position. By
entering this new space in the
bio-field the body acquires
certain information required to
dissipate the tension is building
within

Theory 3
Your body is in the Centerpoint
Electron Cloud Theory
While doing CPM the body is
dumping the excess tension
into area of the field that
require energy and emptying
the tension in the field so
mental sickness doesn't affect
you.



Center Point Meditation and
Brain Mechanics Research

We are currently in a working relationship with
a company in Canada that is called Brain
Mechanics
At the end of this module, you will see an
interview with Karim Delgado, Director of
Research and Development of Brain Mechanics
Here we discuss what he thinks about our
current CPM theories as well as his case studies
and the plans for future research.



Use what you have learned and
practice again
With the new understanding, what is
the difference?
Did you start to ask yourself
questions about you personal
situation?

Practice time



Alternative Uses

Standing CPM
Eyes open & closed
Ask participants with things cause them pain
CPM for pain relief review
Use your environment to do CPM support -
partner

While you're doing things
sitting at a computer
writing
washing dishes
vacuuming
showering
sitting in a car
bus
a train
a plane



Partner Training

If a partner is not there then use another person without a partner
This will teach you how you can also help others using CPM
Will be able to use it with your child before bed



When on the left side of the field doing CPM, ask
yourself logical questions about your feelings in order
to process the information

Find what direction causes the pain and bring it to the
side that reduces the pain

Using CPM to Enhance Logic and/or Intuition
Combine CPM with various breathing techniques

Ask yourself questions when doing CPM

Bring the Pain

Other Advanced Techniques

Advanced
Techniques



Imagine the
Possibilities



Imagine the
Possibilities



"Millions of people never analyze themselves. Mentally
they are mechanical products of the factory of their
environment, preoccupied with breakfast, lunch and

dinner, working and sleeping, and going here and
there to be entertained. They don't know what or why
they are seeking, nor why they never realize complete

happiness and lasting satisfaction. By evading self-
analysis, people go on being robots, conditioned by
their environment. True self-analysis is the greatest

art of progress."

- Yogananda Paramahansa
CPM allows you to analyse yourself in a fast and effecient way



Thank you for attending
the Center Point

Workshop
Questions
Please share your experience with others
I'm very grateful for you attending this
workshop. Thank you so much



"A Unique Meditation Experience"




